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[2016-New Free Share GreatExam SAP C_HANAIMP151 VCE Dumps With
New Update Exam Questions (171-180)
2016 June SAP Official New Released C_HANAIMP151 Q&As in GreatExam.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass
Guaranteed! GreatExam presents the highest quality of C_HANAIMP151 exam practice test which helps candidates to pass the
C_HANAIMP151 exams in the first attempt. GreatExam professional tools like questions and answers are extremely reliable source
of preparation. When you use GreatExam preparation products your success in the Certification exam is guaranteed. Following
questions and answers are all new published by SAP Official Exam Center: (The full version is in the end of the article!!!)
QUESTION 171Which tool do you use for real-time data provisioning into SAP HANA? A. SAP Landscape Transformation
(SLT)B. SAP BusinessObjects Data Federation AdministrationC. SAP BusinessObjects Data ServicesD. SAP Direct Extractor
Connection (DXC)Answer: A QUESTION 172Which of the following must you do when you create an analytic view? A. Define a
column as an attributeB. Define a column as a measureC. Select a data foundation table.D. Define a join.E. Select an
attribute view. Answer: ABC QUESTION 173What is an example of a selective data load using SAP Landscape Transformation? A.
Selected data field values are randomized and loaded into SAP HANA.B. Selected units or currencies are converted into
recalculated amounts or values and loaded into SAP HANA.C. Selected data for transformation is split into portions.D. Selected
data for a range of years is loaded into SAP HANA. Answer: D QUESTION 174Which technologies use trigger-based replication?
A. ABAP extractorsB. Test Data Migration Server (TDMS)C. Standard SQL database replicationD. Near Zero Downtime
Answer: BD QUESTION 175You are using SAP Landscape Transformation to replicate data into SAP HANA.Which of the
following can you use to define the schema that the replicated data populates? A. Advanced replication settings (transaction
iuuc_repl_content)B. Change Authoring Schema in the Quick Launch viewC. Data Provisioning in the Quick Launch viewD.
Configuration & Monitoring Dashboard (transaction LTR) Answer: D QUESTION 176When you create a report in SAP
BusinessObjects you notice that some columns of your SAP HANA information model are not available in the report.How can you
make the columns available? A. Add the columns in SAP Landscape Transformation replication.B. Add the columns to the
query panel of the report.C. Add the columns to the source table in the catalog node in SAP HANA studio.D. Add the columns
to the business layer. Answer: BD QUESTION 177Which of the following are required elements when you create any type of
hierarchy in SAP HANA? A. A child nodeB. An analytic viewC. A data foundationD. An attribute view Answer: CD
QUESTION 178Your customer requires real-time replication. Where do you select the tables to be replicated to SAP HANA? A.
in transaction LTR in SAP Landscape Transformation (SLT)B. in the Import dialog of the Quick Launch of SAP HANA studioC.
in transaction SAP ERP Tables and Indexes Monitor (DB02)D. in the Data Provisioning dialog of SAP HANA studio Answer: D
QUESTION 179Which of the following are phases of an SAP rapid-deployment solution (RDS)? A. StartB. BlueprintC.
DeployD. RunE. Realization Answer: ACD QUESTION 180An analytic view has two columns, SHIP_TO_COUNTRY and
SHIP_FROM_COUNTRY, that contain ISO country codes. You must replace these codes with the English country names by
joining to the same country attribute view twice.What must you create to achieve this? A. A derived attribute viewB. A shared
attribute viewC. Two data foundationsD. An attribute view using the Copy From method. Answer: A GreatExam is now here to
help you with your C_HANAIMP151 exam certification problems. Because we are the best C_HANAIMP151 exam questions
training material providing vendor, all of our candidates get through C_HANAIMP151 exam without any problem. 2016 SAP
C_HANAIMP151 exam dumps (All 308 Q&As) from GreatExam: http://www.greatexam.com/c-hanaimp151-exam-questions.html
[100% Exam Pass Guaranteed!!!]
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